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As gene diagnosis and therapy has rapidly developed in the last two decades, it 
has been used in the diagnosis and therapy of genetic diseases, malignancies, and 
emerging infectious diseases, which promotes human social progress, however, it 
brought a series of social problems as well. At the present, the method of gene 
diagnosis and therapy is not protected by patent system in China, which to same 
extent limits its research and industrialization. This article intends to discuss the 
legitimacy of patent protection on gene diagnosis and therapy methods and further 
study how to remove the practical barriers to pass relevant laws and regulations 
according to the situation of our country, which hopefully would provide a theoretical 
basis for our country’s legislation of gene diagnosis and therapy methods patents and 
suggestions to improve the patent protection system. 
This article consists of four chapters, in addition to introduction and conclusion: 
The first chapter shows the discussion on the patentability of gene diagnosis and 
therapy methods, and its significance. This chapter summarizes the relevant concepts 
in gene diagnosis and therapy methods, induces the main controversy over its 
patentability currently, and shows the significance of gene diagnosis and therapy 
methods patent authorization. 
The second chapter analyses the patent requirements for gene diagnosis and 
therapy methods patent protection. Based on ethical elements and object elements, 
this chapter studies the legitimacy of gene diagnosis and therapy methods patent 
protection. 
The third chapter analyses the patent protection system abroad on gene diagnosis 
and therapy methods. This chapter mainly introduces patent protection system on 
gene diagnosis and therapy methods in USA, Europe and other developed country, 
and discusses the effects of different patent protection system on gene diagnosis and 















The forth chapter focuses on improvement of gene diagnosis and therapy 
methods patent protection system in China. According to current situation of gene 
diagnosis and therapy methods patent in China, this chapter points out the impact 
factors which have to be overcome. It studies how to build a scientific gene diagnosis 
and therapy methods patent protection system, which is suitable to Chinese national 
conditions. 
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